Report for the month of May 2019
Local donations
 Mr Udhav and Anju donated 25 kg of rice, 1 cartoon of noodles equal to the amount of Rs.

1650.
 Mr. Sanjeevkabra donated 25 kg of rice, 1 ltr of oil, 5 kg of potato, and 5 kg of pulse which is

equal to the amount of Rs. 2500.
 Mr.Rajni and Pradip donated 50 kg of rice, and provided breakfast to Duhabi Home equal to

the amount of Rs.5600.
 Premium Insurance donated 50 kg of rice, 10 kg of pulses, and 5 kg of grams which is equal

to the amount of Rs. 6000.
 Mahendra Memorial Academy donated stationery items, ladies cloth, 2 cartoons of noodles to

Duhabi Home equal to the amount of Rs. 3500.
 Regular monthly donation was puffed rice and beaten rice of Rs. 600 and Rs.800.
 Total donation was equal to the amount of Rs.20650.
Some pictures during donation

Staff meeting:
Staff meeting held on 26 May in the presence of Mr.Meherman Hughes, Mr.Puran Barailyand
Mr.Keshav Raj Bhattarai. They discussed on different topics of Pramila, Devendra, Sita and
also discussed about the further study of Devendra and for the jobfindings of Sita . They had
small discussion on Pramila’s behaviour towards Duhabi home and her medical status.
Reports of children
All the children remained healthy this month without any serious diseases except Siwani who
got fractured on her hand while playing. They are well cared by home mother and well feeded
by kitchen mother.
Sita, Deepa, Anoj, Milan and Anju helped in cleanliness and helped to clean the garden. Sita
helped Ram and Laxman to dress up for their school.
Anoj is good in washing clothes and taking care of his personal cleanliness.
Anju is taking care of her cleanliness and also takes care of small brothers.
Siwani got fractured on her hand during play time so she cannot do her work properly
therefore, Sita and Deepa helps her for doing her work.
Shristi is admitted to Ritan's school and she happily goes to school with him.
All children helped each other and found no any aggression in the home.
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Devendra: We discussed him about his interest and he told he want to study management.
Therefore we decided to search a good college if possible in Dharan and estimate his college
expenses.
Some of the pictures of the children

Health:
Children remained healthy during the month. No one suffered from any serious illness. One
day Tojazsuffered from headache but he remained well after next day without taking medicines
.Siwani got fractured on her hand while playing and plastered her hand.
Education:
Deapa, Pramila, Ram, Laxman and Shristi are attending their tuition class with their hired
teacher regularly. They regularly attend their schools.
Ram, Laxman, Deepa, Shristi needs more attention toward their study. Nishan and Toyaz gets
problem in English but they can learn it.
Anoj is good at speaking and writing English. Due to fracture on Siwani’s hand she cannot
attend her tuition class regularly and got little bit problem.
Toyaz is admitted to new school which has class till 12. He is new to his new school.
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Maintenance:
The fixing of mosquito net stand has been completed. The quotation has been sent to SHC for
approval. The two vendors were contacted and after the final decision cheap and best is chosen.
There was no problem while fixing net stand.
Feedback from staff about children
No serious sickness seen in any children but Siwani got fractured her hand and all the children
were seen friendly with one another and staff too.
Report prepared by
Ash Kumar Mandal
Duhabi home manager
Dated: 10th June 2019
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